Ivy Tech Community College

- IvyOnline COMM101: Fundamentals of Public Speaking (Roe)

This textbook was created for IvyOnline COMM101, Fundamentals of Public Speaking, at Ivy Tech Community College.

- Front Matter
- 1: Introduction to Public Speaking
- 2: Speaking with Confidence
- 3: Listening Effectively
- 4: Ethics in Public Speaking
- 5: Audience Analysis
- 6: Speaking to a Global Audience
- 7: Organizing and Outlining
- 8: Introductions and Conclusions
- 9: Supporting Your Ideas
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10: Informative Speaking
11: Delivering Your Speech
12: Origins of Public Speaking
13: Using Language Well
14: Visual Aids
15: Persuasive Speaking
16: Critical Thinking and Reasoning
17: Media Literacy
18: Special Occasion Speaking
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